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The Arizona Court of Appeals held that Cable One, Inc. was subject to central assessment 
as a telecommunications company because of its Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) 
service offering. The court found that Cable One, which provided cable television, 
Internet access and VoIP services, met the statutory definition of a “telecommunications 
company” because it owned communications transmission facilities and provided 
“telecommunications exchange and inter-exchange access.” The latter finding marked a 
significant departure from the lower court’s decision, which held that Cable One did not 
provide “telecommunications exchange and inter-exchange access” because it did not 
connect its VoIP subscribers to an exchange. The appellate court, in contrast, reviewed 
the legislative history and determined that “telecommunications exchange and inter-
exchange access” mean local telephone service and long-distance telephone service, 
respectively. Since Cable One’s VoIP service permits subscribers to make and receive local 
and long-distance telephone calls, the appellate court concluded that Cable One provided 
“telecommunications exchange and inter-exchange access.” Cable One, Inc. v. Ariz. Dep’t 
of Revenue, Cause No. 1 CA-TX 12-0006 (Ariz. Ct. App. June 11, 2013).

The Massachusetts Commissioner of Revenue concluded in a letter ruling that a taxpayer’s sales of subscriptions to use its virtual 
event platform and planning software were subject to sales tax where the use of the software was the object of the transactions. For a 
flat fee based on length of access or a defined event period, the taxpayer provided its customers a virtual event platform and licensed 
software that allowed its customers to create and customize virtual events via the Internet. Customers also could elect custom design or 
professional services for an added fee. In ruling that the taxpayer’s provision of the service was subject to sales tax, the Commissioner 
first noted that sales of prewritten computer software, including software hosted by a third party, are taxable regardless of the method 
of delivery. The Commissioner further noted, however, that where there is no separate charge for the use of software, and the true 
object of the transaction is acquiring a good or service other than the use of software, such software is generally not taxable. Under 
this framework, the Commissioner determined that the taxpayer’s sales were subject to tax because the use of the software to create 
customized virtual events by the customers was the true object of the transactions. Finally, the ruling stated that any personal or 
professional services (e.g., design services) offered in conjunction with the event planning software would be subject to sales tax if sold 
in a bundled transaction for one subscription price, but may be exempt from tax if the charges for such services were separately stated. 
Mass. Ltr. Rul. No. 13-5 (Jun. 4, 2013).
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Meet Mulligan (Mulli) and Sassy, the adorable Miniature Schnauzers of 
Sutherland SALT’s Prentiss Willson and his wife, Janice. Janice rescued 
the dogs, now ages 13 and 11, about six years ago, and they became 
part of the Willson family after Prentiss and Janice married last year (you 
can read more about their incredible love story here). Sassy is a sweet 
girl who is motivated only by food and is quick to remind them when it is 
time for her next meal (or at least when she thinks it is time). Mulli is a 
bit skittish after being attacked by another dog earlier in his life, but he is 
slowly warming up to the steady flow of visitors in the new house. 

Since becoming Willsons, the dogs have had to adjust to a new discipline 
regime. Having finally learned that he is not supposed to bark, Mulli faces 
a moral dilemma every time someone walks by the house (which happens 
frequently in the friendly vineyard town of Yountville, California). In order to 
resist the temptation to “warn” Prentiss and Janice about passersby, Mulli 
now runs and hides in a closet until the coast is clear. It is not all work and 
no play for the pups, though, as Prentiss and Janice enjoy taking the dogs 
to a nearby park each day. The dogs enjoy being able to run off-leash in 
the park, where Prentiss and Janice stand at opposite ends and take turns 
calling the dogs, who race for treats. Speedy Mulli enjoys lapping slow 
Sassy, whose fastest run is at best a brisk walk. 

Mulli and Sassy are honored to be the June Pets of the Month and 
promise to sit quietly for a treat to celebrate!

SALT PeT(S) OF THe MONTH
Mulligan and Sassy

SALT Pet of the Month: It’s Your Turn!!
In response to many requests, the Sutherland SALT practice invites you to submit your pet (or pets) as candidates for SALT Pet of the 
Month. Please send us a short description of why your pet is worthy of such an honor, along with a picture or two. Submissions should be 
directed to Katie O’Brien Schrack at katie.schrack@sutherland.com.

Mississippi Taxpayers, Lay Your Burdens Down (Then Pick Them Back Up Again)
By Stephen Burroughs and Andrew Appleby

The Mississippi Supreme Court held that the taxpayer bears 
the burden to prove that an alternative apportionment method 
imposed by the State is arbitrary and unreasonable. Rejecting 
the taxpayer’s original cost-of-performance filing position, the 
Department of Revenue applied an alternative apportionment 
method utilizing market-based sourcing. On appeal, the 
Chancery Court found the Department’s “application of equitable 
apportionment and the market-based sourcing method to be 
somewhat troubling,” but upheld the alternative apportionment 
method because it did not “rise to the level of arbitrary or 
unreasonable.” The Court of Appeals reversed and held that 
the party invoking alternative apportionment bears the burden 
of showing that: (1) the standard apportionment method does 

not fairly represent the extent of the taxpayer’s business activity 
in the state; and (2) the alternative method is reasonable. See 
Microsoft Corp. v. Franchise Tax Bd., 39 Cal.4th 750 (Cal. 2006). 
Unfortunately, the Mississippi Supreme Court reversed the well-
reasoned Court of Appeals decision, ignoring substantial case law 
interpreting the burden related to an alternative apportionment 
adjustment. It instead relied on Mississippi’s Administrative 
Procedures Act, which places the burden of proof on taxpayers 
seeking refunds in Chancery Court. Therefore, Mississippi 
taxpayers now shoulder the burden to prove that the Department’s 
alternative apportionment method is improper. Equifax, Inc. v. 
Mississippi Dep’t of Revenue, --- So.3d --- (Miss. June 20, 2013).
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The Missouri Department of Revenue determined that an out-of-
state provider of mail systems products had nexus for sales and 
use tax purposes due to the selling activities of dealers in the state. 
The taxpayer sold products that enabled customers to centralize 
the distribution and collection of their mail and packages. The 
Department’s nexus determination was based in large part on 
a finding that the taxpayer engaged in business activities within 
Missouri through four dealers who sold its products in-state and 
on the fact that it advertised its product line through an internet 

catalog, informing potential customers that it could provide a quote 
and install products in Missouri. Despite the fact that the taxpayer 
had less than $500,000 of in-state annual sales and did not have 
a place of business in Missouri, the Department nonetheless 
concluded that the taxpayer was a “vendor” for sales and use tax 
purposes because the dealers were considered the taxpayer’s 
“selling agents” in the state within the meaning of RSMo section 
144.605(14). Mo. Ltr. Rul. No. 7271 (May 23, 2013).

Nexus Dealt Face-Up: Dealers’ In-State Activities Subject Mail Systems  
Products Provider to SUT in Missouri

By Sahang-Hee Hahn and Jack Trachtenberg

The Missouri Department of Revenue determined that a company’s 
telecommunications services provided to customers on its cloud 
computer network are subject to sales tax. The company’s cloud 
network is hosted on servers located outside of the state, and 
customers access the network through public telecommunications 
lines and through the customers’ internal network. Customers 
separately purchase the necessary hardware and internet 
connection. The services provided to customers through the cloud 
network include voice, video, messaging and conferencing. The 
Department determined that the company is providing taxable 
“telecommunication services” because it transmits information 

through its services that direct and control its customers’ hardware 
and because it stores messages on its server, which are taxable 
events in Missouri. The Department also noted that customers 
would not be able to use their equipment without the company’s 
software and hosting unless the customer was willing to engage 
another telecommunications company or built its own in-house 
system. This ruling suggests the Department believes that the 
provision of software that provides switching or routing functions 
constitutes the provision of telecommunications for sales tax 
purposes. Taxability of Telecommunications Services, L.R. 7248, 
Mo. Dept. of Rev. (May 24, 2013).

Missouri Cashes In on the Cloud: Telecommunication Company’s  
Cloud Services Subject to Sales Tax

By Jessica Kerner and Jack Trachtenberg

The Way You Credit Me, No New York, You Can’t Take That Away from Me
By Christopher Chang and Jack Trachtenberg

New York’s highest court has ruled that the state violated the 
Constitution when it retroactively denied tax credits to businesses 
under the 2009 amendments to the state’s Empire Zone Program. 
The Empire Zone Program is designed to stimulate private 
investment and job creation in designated areas throughout the 
state by requiring that businesses show actual job creation (as 
opposed to reincorporating or transferring employees between 
related entities) and actual economic return to New York in 
excess of the tax benefits granted. The amendments altered 
the eligibility requirements and specifically allowed the state to 
decertify businesses as Empire Zone eligible on a retroactive 
basis beginning January 1, 2008. The Court of Appeals held 

that the state’s retroactive decertification of the plaintiffs in the 
lawsuit violated the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment 
because: (a) the plaintiffs had no warning or opportunity to alter 
their behavior in 2008 to meet the criteria of the amendments; (b) 
the retroactive period was long enough that the plaintiffs had a 
reasonable expectation of security in the tax credits taken; and (c) 
there was no valid public purpose for the retroactive application 
of the law. Notably, the court held that the government’s need to 
raise money could not—absent an unexpected loss of revenue—
justify retroactivity since other factors present in the case weighed 
in favor of the plaintiffs. James Square Associates, L.P., v. Mullen, 
No. 87-91, 2013 N.Y. Slip Op 03935 (Ct. of App., June 4, 2013).
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The Tennessee Department of Revenue announced that the 
existing opportunity to compromise prior year liabilities related to 
the disallowance of certain intangible expense deductions will be 
closing on September 30, 2013. For several years, Tennessee has 
been issuing wide-scale assessments—using the Department’s 
discretionary authority—to taxpayers that deducted intangible 
expenses paid to related parties. The mass compromise program 
was first announced in November 2011. See Tenn. Important 
Notice No. 11-17. While not set forth in the notices, the terms of 
the compromise typically consist of a 25% disallowance of the 
intangible expense deduction with interest due on any additional 
tax that may result from the disallowance. A waiver of penalties 
associated with a failure to disclose the deduction must generally 

be requested separately. According to the most recent notice, “the 
Department will not continue to recommend compromises on the 
same terms if contacted by the taxpayer after September 30, 2013.” 
Taxpayers with existing assessments or potential exposure related 
to this issue should consider whether to request participation in the 
compromise program in advance of the September 30 deadline. 
Tenn. Important Notice No. 13-06 (June 2013). 

The add-back statute has been amended, effective for tax periods 
ending on or after July 1, 2012, to require pre-approval from the 
Commissioner before a taxpayer may deduct specified intangible 
expenses, subject to certain safe harbors that do not require pre-
approval. See Tenn. Code Ann. § 67-4-2006(b)(2)(N).

Last Call for Volunteers: Tennessee’s Intangible expense Disallowance  
Liability Compromise Program ending September 30, 2013

By Madison Barnett and Timothy Gustafson

The Oklahoma Court of Appeals held that retroactive relief applied 
to a facially unconstitutional capital gains deduction. The court 
previously held that the capital gains deduction set forth in 68 O.S. 
§238(d) discriminated on its face against interstate commerce 
because the holding period for out-of-state companies was longer 
than the required holding period for Oklahoma companies. On 
rehearing, the Oklahoma Tax Commission (OTC) argued that the 
court’s decision should only apply prospectively. However, pursuant 
to long-standing Oklahoma precedent, the court recognized that 
“retroactivity is generally applied to constitutional opinions.” Holding 

that retroactivity applied to the taxpayer, the court also stated that 
a constitutional pronouncement must be “given full retroactive 
effect” and went on to apply the “pipeline rule.” Under the “pipeline 
rule,” a decision applies to all cases still open on direct review and 
to all events that are not time-barred. The purpose of the rule is to 
secure equality for all pending claims, or those capable of being 
litigated, when a new rule is announced. The OTC will likely appeal 
the decision to the Oklahoma Supreme Court. CDR Sys. Corp. v. 
Oklahoma Tax Comm’n, Okla. Ct. of App., Case No. 109,886 (filed 
June 12, 2013).

Don’t Clog the Pipes: Retroactive Relief Applies to Oklahoma’s  
Unconstitutional Capital gains Deduction

By Mary Alexander and Prentiss Willson
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The Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts determined that a 
taxpayer was not permitted to elect the Multistate Tax Compact’s 
(Compact) three-factor apportionment formula. This treatment 
is consistent with prior Texas Comptroller decisions holding that 
Texas law requires a single-factor apportionment methodology 
(see Sutherland SALT’s previous articles on this topic here and 
here). However, unlike those prior decisions, the taxpayer in 
this matter argued that California’s Gillette decision (permitting 
California taxpayers to make a Compact election for three-factor 

apportionment) supported the Texas taxpayer’s position. The 
Comptroller determined that no weight should be afforded to the 
Gillette decision because the decision was depublished pending 
the California Supreme Court’s grant of review, and therefore has 
no precedential value. The Comptroller further stated that it would 
be “premature” to consider the Gillette decision on its merits, 
thus abdicating any responsibility to analyze the implications of 
the Compact on Texas law. Texas Comptroller’s Accession No. 
201305712H (May 2, 2013).

Texas, the Lone Apportionment State: Comptroller Rejects MTC election,  
Declining to Consider Merits of Gillette Decision

By David Pope and Pilar Mata
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The Texas Comptroller determined that a taxpayer’s email 
advertisement services were telecommunications services 
subject to the state’s sales tax. The taxpayer, a producer of 
real estate television shows for homebuilders, maintained a 
website through which it offered Internet-based services. The 
two services at issue were the taxpayer’s “Hot Sheet” and 
“Broadcast E-mail” services. The Hot Sheet was a weekly email 
advertisement that was sent to retailers and customers who had 
registered on the taxpayer’s website. A builder that purchased 
the Hot Sheet service paid a separate fee to be advertised in the 
Hot Sheet. The Broadcast E-mail service sent emails regarding 
upcoming events organized by homebuilders to realtors who 
had agreed to receive the homebuilder’s emails and who could 
respond to the event invitation using an RSVP button contained 
in the email. The Comptroller explained that the “taxability of 
sales of e-mail transmissions is separate from the taxability of 

sales to place advertisements in those electronic transmissions.” 
The Comptroller determined that the sale of the Hot Sheets 
was a taxable telecommunications service because the 
taxpayer was merely transmitting a compilation of its customers’ 
advertisements. The Comptroller also determined that the 
Broadcast E-mail service was a taxable telecommunications 
service because there was not sufficient evidence in the 
record to conclude that the taxpayer was engaged in anything 
other than electronically transmitting customer-provided 
advertisements by email. The fact that the customer in both 
instances was paying to transmit its own information was a key 
factor in the determination that these particular services were 
taxable telecommunications services rather than nontaxable, 
Internet-based advertising services. Tex. Comp. Dec. 105,515 
(April 5, 2013).

You’ve got Mail, I’ve got Tax Liability: Texas Considers  
Content of email Transmission for Sales Tax

By Jessica Kerner and Timothy Gustafson
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Virginia’s Tax Commissioner denied a taxpayer’s request 
for alternative apportionment because the taxpayer did not 
demonstrate by clear and cogent evidence that the statutory 
apportionment methodology led to an unconstitutional 
and inequitable result. The taxpayer, a limited partnership 
headquartered outside Virginia, sold real estate located in its 
home state and sought to allocate income to Virginia based 
on a separate accounting methodology. Virginia will only grant 
permission to use an alternative method of apportionment if 
the taxpayer can show: (1) the statutory method produces 
an unconstitutional result under the particular facts and 
circumstances; and (2) the statutory method is inequitable 
because it results in double taxation, and the inequity is 
attributable to Virginia’s, rather than another state’s, method 

of apportionment. The Commissioner relied on the long-
standing principle established by the U.S. Supreme Court in 
Moorman Manufacturing Company v. G.D. Bair, etc., 437 U.S. 
267 (1978), that states have wide latitude in the selection 
of apportionment formulas that will only be disturbed when 
the taxpayer can demonstrate by clear and cogent evidence 
that income attributed to the state is out of all appropriate 
proportion to business transacted in the state or has led 
to a grossly distorted result. The Commissioner ruled that 
the taxpayer did not meet its burden of proof because the 
only evidence offered was the fact that Virginia’s statutory 
apportionment methodology would “substantially increase” the 
amount of income subject to tax by Virginia. Rulings of the Tax 
Commissioner, No. 13-86 (June 10, 2013).

Real Talk: Virginia Denies Taxpayer’s Request for Alternative Apportionment
By Saabir Kapoor and Prentiss Willson
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Come See Us

July 22-25, 2013
Multistate Tax Commission Annual 
Conference
U.S. Grant Hotel – San Diego, CA
Jeff Friedman on State Tax 
Assessments and Controversies— 
The Lay of the Land

July 28-31, 2013
Southeastern Association of Tax 
Administrators Annual Meeting
Marriott  ̶  Hilton Head, SC
Jeff Friedman on The Legal Realm, 
Recent Court Cases, Alternative 
Methods of Apportionment

Recently Seen and Heard

August 9, 2013
Manufacturers education Council 
Annual Ohio Tax Conference
Cherry Valley Lodge – Columbus, OH
eric Tresh on Multistate Tax Issues 
and Trends and on Nexus

August 25-28, 2013
Midwestern States Association of 
Tax Administrators Annual Meeting
Sheraton – Oklahoma City, OK
Todd Lard will present

June 9-12, 2013
TeI Region VIII Conference
Hyatt Regency Mission Bay –  
San Diego, CA
Michele Borens and Jeff Friedman 
on State Tax Update

June 9-12, 2013
Federation of Tax Administrators 
Annual Meeting
Hyatt Regency – Albuquerque, NM
Prentiss Willson on Multistate Issues

June 13, 2013
The 17th Annual Multistate Tax 
Institute
Country Springs Hotel – Waukesha, WI
Jeff Friedman on Hot Topics in State 
Income Tax

June 17, 2013
UC Davis Summer Tax Institute
UC Davis – Davis, CA
Prentiss Willson on Constitutional 
Limits on State Taxation

June 19-21, 2013
Interstate Tax Corporation Interstate 
Tax Planning Conference
Courtyard Upper East Side – New York, NY
Michele Borens and Jeff Friedman on 
How the Interstate Tax System Works/
Jurisdiction & Nexus
Michele Borens on The Unitary Concept

June 23-26, 2013
IPT Annual Conferene
Renaissance at Sea World – Orlando, FL
Andrew Appleby on State Income Tax: 
Accounting and Provision Issues
 
June 26-30, 2013
TeI Region VII Conference
Westin – Hilton Head, SC
eric Tresh on State Tax Roundtable – 
Planning and Techniques

June 28-30, 2013
New York State Bar Association 
Tax Section Summer Meeting
Rittenhouse Hotel – Philadelphia, PA
Jack Trachtenberg on The Founders 
Never Envisioned This: How States 
Are Struggling to Adapt Their Tax 
Codes to the Digital Economy

www.sutherland.com
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